Investigation Summary Report

Sister’s Restaurant
Pineville, LA

HISTORY
Prior to being a successful restaurant, this place served as host to many businesses such as a
floral shop, veterinary clinic, insurance office, and a furniture store. The building was originally
a private residence. The original owner was conducting bull dozing work near the home when a
freak accident caused a tree limb to fall off the dozer and decapitated him.
People have reported many strange happenings in the restaurant. Cooks have quit, people have
reported seeing a "woman in black", and women have reported the bathroom stalls to unlock and
open on their own. On several occasions the alarm system has been activated, and when cleared,
the company stated it was a "human figure" that triggered the alarm.
Prior to our official investigation, we had our sensitives visit the establishment. They quickly
picked up on a strong female presence radiating from the seating area, back to a dry food storage.
A slight detection of a young girl was felt, but it was determined she wasn't a permanent fix. A
visual was actually caught of the female spirit. She was observed as wearing a long dark dress
and appeared to be soaking wet.
We then conducted our formal investigation about a week later. We focused our cameras on the
kitchen, women's bathroom, and dining area. We began our walkthroughs with our designated
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groups. Early in the night, myself, Brandon, and Bobbie entered the dry food storage area. We
noticed a drop in temperature, followed by a brief EMF spike. At this time, one of our sensitives
obtained a visual of the "lady in black". The eye contact was very brief, but she was able to get
her name: "Charlotte". Charlotte then quickly retreated. Throughout the rest of the investigation,
things remained quite calm. Our sensitives picked up on things for brief moments, yet nothing
was recorded.
A handheld camera with nightshot captured very interesting shadow moving through the kitchen.
Instead of quickly posting the video clip and labeling it a "ghost", being we are strictly analytical,
I closely dissected the clip, matching it with other cameras in that area. Unfortunately, it was
determined that the shadow was actually another investigator behind the handheld conducting an
EMF sweep. The slow movement of her arm, gave the visual affect of a shadowed figure. I have
still decided to post the clip as a "false positive" so you can see how easily misleading things can
be.
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